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(57)Abstract: 

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a spin valve 

sensor or head of high sensitivity which is stable to large 

external magnetic fields, has no antiferroelectric 

exchange bond layers and has laminated Fourier fixed 

layers. 

SOLUTION: The second ferromagnetic layers of the 

magneto-resistive head based on the spin valve effect 

having first ferromagnetic layers 44 and 45 and second 

ferromagnetic layers and conductive and nonmagnetic 

spacer layers 43 between the first and second 

ferromagnetic layers are composed of two sheets of 

ferromagnetic films A52 and ferromagnetic films B54 

which are antiferromagnetically bonded to each other 

and antiferromagnetic films 53 for separating two sheets 

of the ferromagnetic films A52 and 854. The induction magnetic anisotropy constants of the 

ferromagnetic films A52 and the ferromagnetic films B54 are specified to ^2x103 (J/m3) and 

the saturated magnetostriction constants of the ferromagnetic films A52 and the ferromagnetic 

films B54 are specified to positive values. The compositions of the ferromagnetic films A52 

and the ferromagnetic films B54 may be composed of ColOO-Y-ZFeYNIZ (at%) Y^5 Z^20 
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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent 0££ic6 is not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 
precisely. 
2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3. Li the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS 

[Claim(s)] 
[Claim 1] The 1st ferromagnetic layer which is comparatively easy to answer to a field, and the 2nd 
ferromagnetic layer which cannot answer comparatively easily to a field, In the magneto-resistive effect 
mold head based on the spin bulb effectiveness of having a conductive nonmagnetic spacer layer 
between said 1st ferromagnetic layer and said 2nd ferromagnetic layer said 2nd ferromagnetic layer The 
ferromagnetic A of two sheets by which antiferromagnetism association was carried out mutually and 
Ferromagnetic B, and the antiferromagnetism joint film which separates said ferromagnetics A and B of 
two sheets, since ~ the magneto-resistive effect mold head which is constituted and is characterized by 
for the induced-magnetic-anisotrqpy constant of said Ferromagnetic A and Ferromagnetic B being more 
than 2x103 (J/m3), and the saturation magnetostriction constant of said Ferromagnetic A and 
Ferromagnetic B being a forward value. 
[Claim 2] The 1st ferromagnetic layer which is comparatively easy to answer to a field, and the 2nd 
ferromagnetic layer which cannot answer comparatively easily to a field, In the magneto-resistive effect 
mold head based on the spin bulb effectiveness of having a conductive nonmagnetic spacer layer 
between said 1st ferromagnetic layer and said 2nd ferromagnetic layer said 2nd ferromagnetic layer the 
ferromagnetic A of two sheets by which antiferromagnetism association was carried out mutually and 
Ferromagnetic B, and the antiferromagnetism joint film which separates said ferromagnetics A and B of 
two sheets — since — it constitutes ~ having — the presentation of said Ferromagnetic A and 
Ferromagnetic B   ColOO-Y-ZFeYNiZ (at%) 
Y>=5Z<=20 Y-i-Z<=70 it is — magneto-resistive effect mold head characterized by things, 
[Claim 3] The 1st ferromagnetic layer which is comparatively easy to answer to a field, and the 2nd 
ferromagnetic layer which cannot answer comparatively easily to a field, In the magneto-resistive effect 
mold head based on the spin bulb effectiveness of having a conductive nonmagnetic spacer layer 
between said 1st ferromagnetic layer and said 2nd ferromagnetic layer said 2nd ferromagnetic layer the 
ferromagnetic A of two sheets by which antiferromagnetism association was carried out mutually and 
Ferromagnetic B, and the antiferromagnetism joint film which separates said ferromagnetics A and B of 
two sheets ~ since — it constitutes — having — the presentation of said Ferromagnetic A and 
Ferromagnetic B « ColOO-Y-ZFeYNiZ (at%) 
Y>=5Z<=20 Y+Z<=70 it is - magneto-resistive effect mold head characterized by adding a kind of Nb, 
Zr, Ti, Hf, Ta, W, Mo, V, Cr, AlPt, and Pd, Ir, Rh, Ru, Au(s), Ag or Cu(s), or the element of the class 
beyond it to said presentation, 
[Claim 4] The 1st ferromagnetic layer which is comparatively easy to answer to a field, and the 2nd 
ferromagnetic layer which cannot answer comparatively easily to a field, In the magneto-resistive effect 
mold head based on the spin bulb effectiveness of having a conductive nonmagnetic spacer layer 
between said 1st ferromagnetic layer and said 2nd ferromagnetic layer said 2nd ferromagnetic layer the 
ferromagnetic A of two sheets by which antiferromagnetism association was carried out mutually and 
Ferromagnefic B, and the antiferromagnetism joint film which separates said ferromagnetics A and B of 
two sheets ~ since - it constitutes - having - the presentation of said Ferromagnetic A and 
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Ferromagnetic B - ColOO-Y-ZFeYNiZ (at%) 
Y>=5Z<=20 Y+Z<=70 it is — magneto-resistive effect mold head characterized by adding a kind of 
aluminum oxide, a zirconic acid ghost, a tantalic acid ghost, a titanic-acid ghost, hafnium oxide, a niobic 
acid ghost, a chromic-acid ghost, a tungstic-acid ghost, molybdenirai oxide, and the banazin san ghosts, 
or the oxide of the class beyond it to said presentation. 
[Claim 5] Two ferromagnetics A by which were formed on the substrate and antiferromagnetism 
association was carried out mutually, and FeiTomagnetic B the antiferromagnetism joint film which 
separates said two ferromagnetics A and B by the film surface ~ since — with the becoming laminating 
ferry fixed bed The nonmagnetic spacer layer adjoined and formed in the ferromagnetic B of said 
laminating ferry fixed bed by the film surface, The ferromagnetic layer which has the soft magnetic 
characteristics which adjoined and were formed in said nonmagnetic spacer layer by the film surface, Co 
radical permanent magnet film which has the substrate film formed so that the spin bulb film processed 
into the fixed configuration which consists of said laminating ferry fixed bed, said nonmagnetic spacer 
layer, and said ferromagnetic layer might be adjoined in a film cross section. It is a magneto-resistive 
effect mold head based on the spin bulb effectiveness equipped with the electrode layer which adjoins 
said permanent magnet film by the film surface. The magneto-resistive effect mold head characterized 
by for the induced-magnetic-anisotropy constant of said Ferromagnetic A and Ferromagnetic B being 
more than 2x103 (J/m3), and the saturation magnetostriction constant of said Ferromagnetic A and 
Ferromagnetic B being a forward value. 
[Claim 6] A substrate, the ferromagnetic layer which has the soft magnetic characteristics formed on 
said substrate, and the nonmagnetic spacer layer adjoined and formed in the ferromagnetic which has 
said soft magnetic characteristics by the film surface, the antiferromagnetism joint film which separates 
the ferromagnetic A which adjoins by said nonmagnetic spacer layer and fihn surface, said 
ferromagnetic A, the ferromagnetic B which carries out switched connection in antiferromagnetism, and 
said Ferromagnetic A and Ferromagnetic B by the film surface ~ since — with the becoming laminating 
ferry fixed bed Co radical permanent magnet film which has the substrate film formed so that the spin 
bulb film processed into the fixed configuration which consists of said ferromagnetic layer, said 
nomnagnetic spacer layer, and said laminating ferry fixed bed might be adjoined in a film cross section, 
It is a magneto-resistive effect mold head based on the spin bulb effectiveness equipped with the 
electrode layer which adjoins said permanent magnet film by the film surface. The magneto-resistive 
effect mold head characterized by for the induced-magnetic-anisotropy constant of said Ferromagnetic A 
and Ferromagnetic B being more than 2x 103 (J/m3), and the saturation magnetostriction constant of said 
Ferromagnetic A and Ferromagnetic B being a forward value. 
[Claim 7] Two ferromagnetics A by which were formed on the substrate and antiferromagnetism 
association was carried out mutually, and Ferromagnetic B the antiferromagnetism joint film which 
separates said two ferromagnetics A and B by the film surface - since - with the becoming laminating 
ferry fixed bed The nonmagnetic spacer layer adjoined and formed in the ferromagnetic B of said 
laminating ferry fixed bed by the film surface, The ferromagnetic layer which has the soft magnetic 
characteristics which adjoined and were foiTned in said noimiagnetic spacer layer by the film surface, Co 
radical permanent magnet film which has the substrate film formed so that the spin bulb film processed 
into the fixed configuration which consists of said laminating ferry fixed bed, said nonmagnetic spacer 
layer, and said ferromagnetic layer might be adjoined in a film cross section. It is a magneto-resistive 
effect mold head based on the spin bulb effectiveness equipped with the electrode layer which adjoins 
said permanent magnet film by the film surface. The switched connection field Hex of two 
ferromagnetics of said laminating ferry fixed bed which carry out antiferromagnetism association 
mutually is made sufficiently larger than the coercive force He of said permanent magnet film. The field 
H in the case of magnetization of said permanent magnet as Hc<H<Hex The magneto-resistive effect 
mold head characterized by carrying out field impression at spin bulb film surface inboard parallel to the 
confirontation side of a magnetic-recording medium, and magnetizing the permanent magnet film. 
[Claim 8] The magnetic recorder and reproducing device characterized by reading a magneto-resistive 
effect mold head according to claim 1 or 2, using as a head, writing in the magnetic-induction mold head 
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separated from said magneto-resistive effect mold head with magnetic shielding, using as a head, writing 
in with said read-out head, and deUvering and receiving the information on a magnetic-recording 
medium by the head. 

[Translation done.] 
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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office Is not responsible for any 
dazoages caused by the use of this translation. 

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 
precisely. 
2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 
[0001] 
[Field of the Invention] It is related with the magnetic-reluctance (MR) sensor based on the magnetic- 
reluctance (MR) effectiveness mold head based on the spin bulb effectiveness, the magnetic recorder 
and reproducing device using this head, and the spin bulb effectiveness. 
[0002] 
[Description of the Prior Art] recent years -- a magnetic recording medium — densification ~ following - 
- playback — ** — a sensor — **** — different - the direction —like — a magneto-resistive effect ~ 
having used - magnetic reluctance - (-- MR -) -- a sensor ~ from - huge   magnetic reluctance 
(GMR) — effectiveness — having applied — spin — a bulb — a mold — magnetic reluctance — a sensor — 
shifting - while . The spin bulb sensor is indicated by the U.S. Pat. No. 5159513 number specification. 
[0003] The essential description of a spin bulb mold magnetic-reluctance sensor The ferromiagnetic layer 
called the fixed bed (Pinned layer) and the fen omagnetic soft magnetism layer called a free layer (Free 
layer), The conductive layer which adjoined two-layer [ these ] directly and was inserted into it, and the 
switched connection layer which contacts the fixed bed directly with a basic configuration (namely, 
multilayer configuration of the sequence of a free layer, a conductive layer, the fixed bed, and a 
switched connection layer) It has a vertical bias layer for impressing the vertical bias field for 
controlling the electrode which leads a current to these layers, and the noise resulting from the 
heterogeneity of the free layer magnetization called a Barkhausen noise (Barkhausen Noise). This sensor 
is formed in the minute space (it is called a magnetic gap) across which it usually faces with two 
ferromagnetics called magnetic shielding, and reproduces the magnetization signal of a record medium 
by the high resolution. 
[0004] Magnetization is being fixed to the record-medium confrontation side and the perpendicular 
direction, and the fixed bed does not change the magnetization direction easily to an external magnetic 
field. Free layer magnetization produces magnetic-reluctance change by producing change on the square 
which fixed-bed magnetization and free layer magnetization make in order to change the sense 
according to the field from a record medium. The principle of operation of a spin bulb mold head 
reproduces this resistance change as a signal. 
[0005] An antiferromagnetism ingredient is usually used for a switched connection layer, and it is 
required as an antiferromagnetism ingredient for the switched connection field given to the fixed bed in 
the operational temperature range of a sensor to be large enough. As an antiferromagnetism ingredient 
known until now, although there are nickel oxide (NiO), an iron-manganese alloy (FeMn), a nickel 
manganese alloy (NiMn), etc., since nickel oxide and an iron-manganese alloy have the temperature 
(blocking temperature) comparable as the sensor temperature at the time of actuation of a magnetic 
recording medium to which switched comiection disappears, they do not bear practical use. Moreover, 
although a nickel manganese alloy is [ a switched connection property ] equal to practical use enough, in 
order to acquire this property, heat treatment of long duration is required of the elevated temperature of 
240-degree more than Centigrade, diffusion of other ingredients to a free layer arises between this heat 
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treatment, and disadvantageous profit that a magneto-resistive effect decreases is produced. 
[0006] As shown in a U.S. Pat. No. 5583752 number specification under such a demand, the spin bulb 
structure of a type where switched connection layers, such as above-mentioned nickel oxide, are not 
made to adjoin the fixed bed is proposed using two ferromagnetics (it is hereafter called laminating ferry 
mold structure) combined in [ it is strong and ] antiferromagnetism on both sides of the film of Ru as the 
fixed bed. In the example in this specification, using Co as two ferromagnetics, after carrying out the 
laminating of all the film, determining the magnetization direction of the fixed bed is mentioned. 
[0007] Moreover, the examination result of the laminating ferry fixed-bed spin bulb which used Cr for 
the substrate and adopted Ru as antifen omagnetism joint fihn,* using Co as a ferromagnetic is a journal. 
OBUA pride FIJIKUSU It is reported to pp 3720-3723 of volume 83. 
[0008] 
[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, when ferromagnetic Co film of a simple substance 
was used according to examination of this invention persons, the easy direction of magnetization was set 
as the medium confi'ontation side and the perpendicular direction, and it turned out that it is difficult to 
fix magnetization. Since it being hard to give tlie induced magnetic anisotropy by the field since Co 
film's is film of a single element, and the saturation magnetostriction constant of Co film are not suitable 
values, the reason is because the magnetic anisotropy by the magnetoelastic effect is not given to a 
medium confi-ontation side and a perpendicular direction. Moreover, although opting for magnetization 
of the fixed bed is describing by the well-known example after carrying out the laminating of all the 
film, if the field which saturates the fixed bed tends to be impressed and it is going to arrange 
magnetization after carrying out the laminating of all the film, in case a field is removed, the fixed bed 
forms magnetic-domain structure, contrary to the purpose, the homogeneity of magnetization will get 
worse and spin bulb ****** will be degraded. 
[0009] Moreover, Cr is used for a substrate, and using Co as a ferromagnetic, by the laminating ferry 
mold fixed-bed spin bulb which adopted Ru as antiferromagnetism joint film, since the coercive force of 
a firee layer is as large as 50 oersted extent, it is thought that it is not suitable for practical use. Since Co 
on Cr substrate is close to hep structure, this is considered for the field which a magnetic pole produces 
in a film surface since the crystal magnetic anisotropy varies at random in a field greatly, and is 
produced fi'om these magnetic poles to liave a bad influence on the magnetization course of a fi'ee layer. 
[0010] The purpose of this invention is offering the technique of arranging with an one direction 
magnetization of the fixed bed of the spin bulb mold sensor which has the laminating ferry mold fixed 
bed without a switched connection layer, or the magnetic head, and realizing a high increase in power. 
[0011] 
[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve said technical problem, this invention mainly adopts 
the following configurations. 
[0012] The 1st ferromagnetic layer which is comparatively easy to answer to a field, and the 2nd 
ferromagnetic layer which cannot answer comparatively easily to a field. In the magneto-resistive effect 
mold head based on the spin bulb effectiveness of having a conductive nonmagnetic spacer layer 
between said 1st ferromagnetic layer and said 2nd ferromagnetic layer said 2nd ferromagnetic layer The 
ferromagnetic A of two sheets by which antiferromagnetism association was carried out mutually and 
Ferromagnetic B, and the antiferromagnetism Joint film which separates said ferromagnetics A and B of 
two sheets, since — the magneto-resistive effect mold head whose saturation magnetostriction constant 
of said Ferromagnetic A and Ferromagnetic B it is constituted, and the induced-magnetic-anisotropy 
constant of said Ferromagnetic A and Ferromagnetic B is more than 2x103 (J/m3), and is a forward 
value. 
[0013] Moreover, the 1st ferromagnetic layer which is comparatively easy to answer to a field and the 
2nd ferromagnetic layer which cannot answei* comparatively easily to a field, In the magneto-resistive 
effect mold head based on the spin bulb effectiveness of having a conductive nonmagnetic spacer layer 
between said 1st ferromagnetic layer and said 2nd ferromagnetic layer said 2nd ferromagnetic layer the 
ferromagnetic A of two sheets by which antiferromagnetism association was carried out mutually and 
Ferromagnetic B, and the antiferromagnetism joint film which separates said ferromagnetics A and B of 
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two sheets - since -- it constitutes -- having - the presentation of said Ferromagnetic A and 
Ferromagnetic B - ColOO-Y-ZFeYNiZ (at%) 
Y>=5Z<=20 Y+Z<=70 it is — magneto-resistive effect mold head characterized by things. 
[0014] 
[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the operation gestalt of this invention is explained to a detail 
using a drawing. 
[0015] Although "operation gestalt 1" this invention is widely apphcable in order to detect an external 
magnetic field, information is to be especially useful as a read-out head for information record and an 
ej ection system (as a sensor), and to be recorded as an array of the magnetic domain on a magnetic 
medium there. As a magnetic medium, what kind of thing may be used, for example, there are a 
magnetic tape, a magnetic drum, one or more hard disks, one, or one or more floppy disks. A magnetic 
domain accompanies a truck, is arranged and usually has the thing of a circle, a curled form, a swirl, or 
indeterminate length as a configuration of a truck, 
[0016] An example of typical information record and ejection equipment is shown in drawing 1 . A 
general-purpose computer 1 receives input through the input unit 2 with one or two or more interfaces 
between the things of a network, a keyboard, a scanner, or these. In addition to connection with one or 
two or more input units, a computer can be outputted to one or two or more output imits. The network 
and printer which are connected with a computer through an interface as this output unit, an indicating 
equipment, or a modem can be considered. In addition to other recording devices relevant to a computer 
1, a computer writes information in the magnetic recording medium 4 which iis a peripheral device, or 
reads information fi-om a magnetic recording medium. The magnetic recording medium contains the 
following interior equipment. 
[0017] (1) Control unit 5 : an information signal is written in, it outputs to a head 7, information is 
inputted fi-om the read-out head 8, and the I/O section 6 of the data for receiving the feedback signal 
from a head is included further. 
[0018] (2) Head position control section 9 : output a head position control signal and input a head 
location detecting signal. 
[0019] (3) Motor control section 10 : output a roll control signal to the motor 11 made to rotate the 
magnetic medium 13 of one or more disk molds by the shaft 12 in the case of this operation gestalt by 
controlling actuation of the rate about relative movement to the head of a magnetic medium, a halt, 
initiation, etc. The transducer which became independent respectively and which writes in, reads with a 
head 7 and has a head 8 usually moves to radial [ of a disk ] using the connection arm 14 and a voice 
coil motor (VCM) 15 so that it may contact whether it melts disk 13, or few gaps may be maintained and 
a it top may be risen to surface. 
[0020] As mentioned above, the data recorder shown in drawing 1 is typical strictly. Since actuation of 
the equipment shown in drawing 1 is obvious, the detail is not explained here. This invention has the 
description in the configuration of the read-out head 8 of drawing 1 . It reads to drawing 2 and the 
concrete structure of a head 8 is shown. According to drawing 1 and drawing 2 , having the movement 
direction 14 of a relative record medium is shown to the read-out head 8 by which some magnetic media 
13 run relatively along with the Z-axis. In order that VCM15 may be read relatively and may access the 
truck of a head and a magnetic domain, while moving along with the X-axis, the truck of a magnetic 
domain usually moves along with the Z~axis wliich adjoined the read-out head. The magnetic substance 
13 has two or more magnetic domains along the truck of Z shaft orientations, and the field h changes 
along with the Y-axis of a read-out head, when VCM15 moves relatively along with the Z-axis. 
Moreover, fluctuation of this field is read. 
[0021] Although it reads with the write-in head 7, a head 8 consists of two or more layers and a part of 
the configuration is shown in drawing 2 , some some layers are not illustrated fi'om the former, such as a 
binder course and a passivation layer. After preparing the substrate 16 first in the production process and 
making shielding 17 deposit on it next, read on it further, grow up a sensor 18, finally read the electrode 
19 for read-out current inputs, the electrode 20 for current outputs is made to deposit on it, it reads as 
one, and a head is formed. 
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[0022] Furthermore, up shielding or the lower core 21 (the lower core is making up magnetic shielding 
serve a double purpose) is made to deposit, next, a coil 22 is made to deposit and the up magnetic core 
24 is formed on it. For example, it is more desirable to form the dielectric layer 23 which consists of an 
alxmiina between the sensor film 18 and the lower shielding 17 and between the sensor film 18 and up 
shielding. The permanent magnet film 31 and 32 which gives a vertical bias field is arranged at both the 
sides of the spin bulb film 18 which is read-out sensor film. 
[0023] What deposited the film of a dielectric on the ceramics or the ceramics can be used for a 
substrate 16. Co radical amorphous ingredient in which a permalloy, Sendust, and soft magnetism are 
shown, or the ferromagnetic ingredient of a niicrocrystal system in which soft magnetism is shown can 
be used for the upper part and the lower magnetic shielding 21 and 17. 
[0024] Generally the structure shown in drawing_2 adopted with this operation gestalt is a known thing, 
and the operation gestalt of this invention is related with the configuration and its formation approach of 
the read-out sensor 18. Here, a read-out head is the configuration of having been suitable for delivering 
and receiving information on a magnetic medium, and a read-out sensor is the configuration of having 
been suitable for detecting the field of not only the information from a magnetic medium but the 
exterior, 
[0025] Although the concrete configuration of the read-out sensor applied to the operation gestalt of this 
invention at drawing 8 is shown and the detai 1 is later mentioned with "the operation gestalt 4" When it 
explains with reference to the configuration of drawing 8 , the spin bulb film 18 The 1st ferromagnetic 
layer which is comparatively easy to answer to a field (it is equivalent to a free layer, a call 44, for 
example, Co film, and the permalloy film 45 hereafter), It has a conductive nonmagnetic spacer layer 
(for example, it is equivalent to the Cu film 43) between the 2nd ferromagnetic layer (it is equivalent to 
ttie fixed bed, and a call and the laminating ferry fixed bed 50 hereafter) which cannot answer 
comparatively easily to a field, and these. 
[0026] With this operation gestalt, the configuration as which the laminating ferry mold fixed bed 50 
which used the antiferromagnetism joint film (for example, it is equivalent to the Ru film 53) between 
two ferromagnetics (for example, it is equivalent to a ferromagnetic A52 and a ferromagnetic B54) and 
these ferromagnetics (52 and 54) functions on the fixed bed 50 as a spin bulb mold read-out head for 
using for a magnetic recording medium is given. 
[0027] The anisotropy field of two ferromagnetics which constitute this influences the stability of 
magnetization of the laminating feny mold fixed bed 50. In order to calculate the suitable value of an 
anisotropy field, the magnetic-reluctance curve of the spin bulb film {ferromagnetic A (4.0nm) / Ru 
(0.6nm) / ferromagnetic B(3.5mTi)/Cu / free layer (7,0nm)} which made the thickness difference of two 
ferromagnetics of the laminating ferry mold fixed bed 50 the value (0.5nm) of sufficiently controllable 
finite was calculated by having changed the anisotropy field of Ferromagnetic A and Ferromagnetic B. 
[0028] Here, each ferromagnetic presupposed that simultaneous rotation (coherent rotation) is carried 
out, respectively, and set the saturation magnetization of a free layer. Ferromagnetic A, and 
Ferromagnetic B to 1.00 (T), 1.71 (T), and 1.71 (T) as a typical value of the spin bulb sensor fihn, 
respectively. 
[0029] Moreover, it is the switched connection energy between Jex~l.12x10-3 J/m2 (switched 
connection field Hex** 192 kA/m), and a free layer and Ferromagnetic B in the anisotropy field of a free 
layer as a typical value of the spin bulb sensor Film about the switched connection energy between 400 
(A/m), and Ferromagnetic A and Ferromagnetic B Jint=7.2xl0-6 J/m2 (referred to as joint field 
Hint=1040 (A/m) between layers.) Moreover, each ferromagnetic presupposed that the uniaxial 
magnetic anisotropy which has an easy shaft in the one direction (direction which intersects 
perpendicularly with a record-medium confrontation side) is provided. A permalloy is assumed in a free 
layer and the charge of Co base material is assumed to two ferromagnetics here. 
[0030] The calculated magnetic-reluctance curves are the minor loop of maximum field 4.8 kA/m (value 
which carries out an abbreviation equivalent to the strength of the average on the sensor film 18 of the 
field from the magnetic medium by which information was recorded) at the time of impressing a field to 
the easy shaft of the fixed bed, and the major loop formation of maximum field 80 kA/m (value which 
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carries out an abbreviation equivalent to the maximum in the medium opposed face of the sensor film 18 
of the field fi-om the magnetic medium by which information was recorded). 
[0031] A count result is shown in drawing 3 . Hk of drawing 3 is the magnitude of each anisotropy field 
of Ferromagnetics A and B, and is a value equivalent to anisotropy constant 2x103 J/m3 which the 3rd 
step of anisotropy field 2.4 kA/m of drawing 3 mentions later. Moreover, minor loop 4.8 kA/m includes 
the magnetic field strength fi*om a magnetic medium, and major loop-formation 80 kA/m includes the 
maximum in the medium opposed face of the sensor film 18 of the field fi:om a record medium. 
[0032] It is 800 (A/m), and change is not looked at by the minor loop and the anisotropy field Hk of the 
independent film of Ferromagnetics A and B does not fiinction as a sensor which detects a minute field, 
when smaller than the layer joint field Hint 1040. 
[0033] The independent anisotropy field Hk of Ferromagnetics A and B is 1.6 (kA/m), and when larger 
than the layer joint field Hintl040 (A/m), a steep change has arisen in the minor loop and it fimctions as 
a sensor (for example, magnetic head which delects the information on a magnetic medium) which 
detects a minute field. Moreover, by the major loop formation, a steep resistance change is produced in 
the about 32 (kA/m) neighborhood, and the flux reversal of the laminating ferry fixed bed has happened 
by this extemal magnetic field. Since the field of a maximum of 40 (kA/m) extent is added by the sensor 
siu-facing side side, a magnetic recording medium is not enough as the stability of the fixed bed as 
sensor film for magnetic recording media (magnetic head) in fixed-bed magnetization being reversed by 
the field of 32 kA/m. 
[0034] When the independent anisotropy field Hk of Ferromagnetics A and B is as large as 2.4 (kA/m) 
(field equivalent to the anisotropy constant 2x103 (J/m3) mentioned later), magnetization change of the 
laminating ferry fixed bed which a steep change arises in a minor loop, and is seen by the major loop 
formation is as large as 48 (kA/m), and also to a big extemal magnetic field, the fixed bed is stable and it 
has function sufficient as sensor film of a magnetic recording medium, 
[0035] Furthermore, when the independent anisotropy field Hk of Ferromagnetics A and B is as large as 
8 (kA/m), a steep change arises in a minor loop, and change is not accepted in a major loop formation 
other than resistance change of the shape of a step in a minute field, and laminating ferry fixed-bed 
magnetization is not reversed by the field below 80 (kA/m), either. Therefore, it has fimction sufficient 
as sensor film of a magnetic recording medium. 
[0036] Although the above result makes the same the independent anisotropy field of both the 
ferromagnetics of the laminating ferry fixed bed, when the anisotropy fields of both ferromagnetics 
generally differ, in order to function as a minute field sensor, it is necessary to satisfy the following 
relation. 
[0037] 
MsfHinttf<MslHkltl+Ms2Hk2t2 .... (1) 
Here Msf, Msl, and Ms2 are the saturation magnetization of a free layer. Ferromagnetic A, and 
Ferromagnetic B, respectively, Hint, and Hk 1 and Hk2 are anisotropy fields with respectively 
independent a free layer. Ferromagnetic A, and Ferromagnetic B, and tf, tl, and t2 are the thickness of a 
free layer. Ferromagnetic A, and Ferromagnetic B, respectively. 
[0038] moreover — general - the laminating fei ry fixed bed - the maximum field from a record medium 
- receiving — being stable — it is necessary to satisfy the following relation 
[0039] 
40 (kA/m)<(MslHkltl+Ms2Hk2t2)/|Msltl-Ms2t2|.... (2) 
Therefore, the smaller one of the direction [ it is large ] is [ the difference of the magnetic moment of 
both ferromagnetics ] good [ the independent anisotropy field of each ferromagnetic of the laminating 
ferry fixed bed ]. 
[0040] As an element which determines the magnetic-anisotropy field of a ferromagnetic, there are a 
crystal magnetic anisotropy, induced magnetic anisotropy, and a magnetoelastic effect (Magnetoelastic 
Effect). A crystal magnetic anisotropy is [ among these ] difficult for arranging an anisotropy with one 
shaft by the film which has the crystal which carried out orientation to the random of polycrystal. 
moreover, the thing for which an atomic local array produces induced magnetic anisotropy towards the 
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magnetization at the time of membrane formation or heat treatment — it can obtain and uniaxial 
magnetic anisotropy is given. Furthermore, a magnetoelastic effect is decided by the different direction- 
stress and the saturation magnetostriction constant of the magnetic substance which join the magnetic 
substance, and gives uniaxial magnetic anisotropy under existence of optically uniaxial different 
direction-stress. 
[0041] Since the sensor film is polycrystal which turns to random bearing within a film surface, 
controllable thing magnetic anisotropics are induced magnetic anisotropy and an anisotropy by the 
magnetoelastic effect on a process. So, with this operation gestalt, the crystal magnetic anisotropy of a 
ferromagnetic with difficult control is made as small as possible, and an anisotropy field is controlled by 
induced magnetic anisotropy and the anisotropy by the magnetoelastic effect. 
[0042] It has the alumina film used as the base on the substrate of an alumina-titaniimi carbide. It has the 
magnetic gap inserted with two ferromagnetics called magnetic shielding on it. The spin bulb sensor of a 
configuration of consisting of fen omagnetic A (2-5nm) / Ru (0.6nm) / ferromagnetic B(2-5nm)/Cu / a 
fi-ee layer (1-lOnm) in a magnetic gap is included. In the magnetic head which has a recording head 
element on magnetic shielding, the optically uniaxial stress of hauling joins the spin bulb sensor film to 
a record-medium confi^ontation side and a peipendicular direction. Since magnetization should be fixed 
in the direction in which a record-medium con frontation side and magnetization of the fixed bed cross at 
right angles, the saturation magnetostriction constant of a ferromagnetic should just be carried out. 
[0043] In order to make a crystal magnetic anisotropy small, the structure is made into face-centered 
cubic (fee) structure or body center cubic (bcc) structure by using a ferromagnetic as Co alloy film, and 
using the suitable substrate film. The crystal structure is made into face centered cubic structure or body- 
centered cubic structure because the symmetric property to the crystal magnetic anisotropy is small. The 
concrete example about the element and substrate film for alloying is mentioned later. 
[0044] Moreover, control of induced magnetic anisotropy adds Fe, nickel, etc. to Co, and can realize 
induced magnetic anisotropy by things greatly by atomic pair ordering. If a ferromagnetic is constituted 
fi:om a Co independent, induced magnetic anisotropy cannot be enlarged, but induced magnetic 
anisotropy can be enlarged by adding Fe and nickel to Co. 
[0045] Moreover, control of a magnetoelastic effect is realizable by adding Fe, nickel, etc. to control of 
an alloy presentation of a ferromagnetic, i.e., Co. 
[0046] As spin bulb film which used Co for the ferromagnetic of the "operation gestalt T laminating 
ferry fixed bed About the presentation and thickness, glass substrate / CoX/Ru0.6/Co(X- 
0.5)/Cu2.3/Col/NiFe5/Ta3 (nm), the (former). And a total of eight kinds of film was created [ the glass 
substrate / Ta5// /CoX/Ru0.6/Co(X-0.5)/Cu2.3/Col/ NiFe5/Ta3 (nm) (latter) fihn ] for Thickness X as 3, 
4, 5, and 7. At the time of Co membrane formation, the field was impressed in the one direction. 
[0047] The example of a magnetic-reluctance curve is indicated to be (C) of drawing 4 to (D). These are 
the magnetic-reluctance curves of the configuration of the former in X= 4 (nothing [ substrate ]), and the 
latter (Ta substrate). The field at the time of measurement was made into the same direction as the field 
impressed at the time of membrane formation. 
[0048] Resistance change of the shape of a step near a zero field with the big curve of (C) and (D) is not 
accepted, and is not desirable as a magnetic-reluctance sensor. When Co thickness X is set to 3, 5, and 7, 
similarly, a desirable magnetic-reluctance change is not accepted but it is difficult for the pure Co film to 
use as a ferromagnetic of the laminating ferry fixed bed. This cause is because the pure Co film's having 
small induced magnetic anisotropy for a single element and the magnetostriction constant are not 
suitable. 
[0049] Then, in order to make it generated in the direction of an impression field at the time of 
membrane formation, suitable induced magnetic anisotropy moreover, the spin bulb fihn (glass 
substrate / CoX/Ru0.6/Co(X-0.5)/Cu2.3/Col/NiFe5/Ta - 3 nm (X= 3, 4, 5, 7)) which used the 
ferromagnetic of the laminating ferry fixed bed as the CoFe alloy in order to make a magnetostriction 
constant forward And the glass substrate / Ta5/CoX/Ru0.6/Co(X-0.5)/Cu2.3/Col/NiFe5/Ta3nm fihn 
(X= 3, 4, 5, 7) was created, and the magnetic-reluctance curve was measured. The field was impressed 
to the one direction as similarly at the time of membrane formation as the point, and the field was 
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impressed in the direction at the time of measurement. 
[0050] As a result, an example is indicated to be (A) of drawing 4 to (B). (A) is glass substrate / 
Ta5/CoFe4/Ru0.6/CoFe3.5/Cu2.3/Col/NiFe5.0/Ta3 (nm), and (B of a film configuration) is glass 
substrate / CoFe4/Ru0.6/CoFe3.5/Cu2.3/Col/NiFe5.0/Ta3nm. The remainder of the presentation of the 
CoFe film is Co at Fel0at% here. The magnetic-reluctance curve is changing on a step by the small field 
near a zero field, and shows the engine performance desirable as a magnetic-reluctance sensor. Near the 
zero field shows resistance change on the step similarly by the spin bulb film by which the CoFe 
thickness of X= 3, and 5 and 7 differs, and it is desirable as a magnetic-reluctance sensor. 
[0051] Although the thickness dependency of the coercive force of the direction of an easy axis of Co 
and CoFe of a Fel4at% presentation is shown in drawing 5 , and coercive force is about 1.6 (kA/m) in 
Co, coercive force is as large as 4 to 4.8 (k Aym) in CoFe. By adding Fe, change of such coercive force is 
because induced anisotropy energy increased, and the increment in the magnetic anisotropy by Fe 
addition stabilized fixed-bed magnetization, and it has given the desirable property as a magnetic- 
reluctance sensor. Although the example of a 14at%Fe presentation was shown here, the induced- 
magnetic-anisotropy constant which increases Fe presentation further increases, and takes max near Co- 
Fe50wt%. 
[0052] Therefore, it is still more effective to increase Fe presentation further. Moreover, although 
anisotropy energy falls, since there is effectiveness which makes distribution of an anisotropy small and 
makes a skew small, addition of nickel makes laminating ferry fixed-bed magnetization homogeneity, 
and a certain amount of addition has the work which enlarges a magneto-resistive effect. 
[0053] As a result of changing variously the presentation of the ferromagnetic which constitutes the 
fixed bed for the spin bulb which has the laminating ferry fixed bed, it turned out that it is desirable to 
satisfy the following presentation. 
[0054] 
ColOO-Y-ZFeYNiZ (at%) (3) 
Y>=5 (4) 
Z<=20 (5) 
Y+Z<=70 (6) 
Moreover, it has the effectiveness which increases the coercive force of a ferromagnetic by adding a 
kind of Ft, Pd, Ir, Rh, Ru, Au, Ag, and the Cu(s), or more than it into these alloys. Increase of coercive 
force is also effective in increasing the stability over the external magnetic field of the laminating ferry 
fixed bed. In this presentation, it is more than 2x103 (J/m3) about the anisotropy constant by induced 
magnetic anisotropy, and has become forward about the saturation magnetostriction constant. 
[0055] The ferromagnetic A of the direction which does not touch Cu among the ferromagnetics of the 
fixed bed of the spin bulb sensor fihn using the "operation gestalt 3" laminating ferry fixed bed does not 
contribute to magnetic-reluctance cliange. Therefore, the current which flows this is a shunt current 
which does not influence magnetic-rehictance change, and decreases magnetic-reluctance change. 
Therefore, it is better to make small the current which flows to Ferromagnetic A as much as possible. 
The ferromagnetic of above-mentioned (3) - (6) type presentation has specific resistance as small as 
about 0.3 microomegam, and its shunt current is large. If the current (it is uninfluential in magnetic- 
reluctance change current) which flows to Ferromagnetic A among all the currents that flow fi'om an 
electrode is large, a magneto-resistive effect will become small. 
[0056] ferromagnetic A(4nm)/Ru (0.6nm) / ferromagnetic B(3.5nm)/Cu(2.3nm)/NiFe (7nm) - if tiie 
ratio of a current to the whole current which flows a ferromagnetic B(3.5nm)/Cu/NiFe (7nm) layer is 
defined as a splitting ratio by the configuration film, a splitting ratio is proportional to the output of a 
sensor. (3) A splitting ratio is set to about 0.7 when the film of -(6) type presentation is used for 
Ferromagnetic A and Ferromagnetic B. If specific resistance of Ferromagnetic A is enlarged with 
3microomegam here, a splitting ratio will be set to about 0.9 and the output of a sensor will increase 
about 30%. Even if the specific resistance of Ferromagnetic A serves as 2microomegam, a splitting ratio 
is set to 0.85, and a sensor output increases about 20%. 
[0057] the alloy specified by fomiula (3) - (6) as an approach of increasing the specific resistance of the 
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ferromagnetic of the laminating ferry fi xed bed - Nb, Zr, Ti, Hf, Ta, W, Mo, V, Cr, and aluminum - ** 
- it is adding an inner kind or more than it. A splitting ratio becomes large by this and a sensor output 
increases as a result. The work of these elements which makes structxire of an ingredient amorphous is 
also strong, and since specific resistance of an amorphous substance is large, it is also effective to use an 
amorphous ingredient as a ferromagnetic of the fixed bed. 
[0058] Moreover, as an approach of increasing further the specific resistance of the ferromagnetic of the 
laminating ferry fixed bed, the feri omagneiic which adds a kind of aluminum oxide, a zirconic acid 
ghost, a tantalic acid ghost, a titanic-acid ghost, hafnium oxide, a niobic acid ghost, a chromic-acid 
ghost, a tungstic-acid ghost, molybdenum oxide, and the banazin san ghosts or the oxide of the class 
beyond it into the alloy specified by formula (3) - (6), and is obtained can be used. Addition of these 
oxides can enlarge specific resistance up to two (microomegam) extent by addition of an about 
[ 10mol% ], and can perform improvement in an output of a sensor. 
[0059] The laminating ferry fixed-bed spin bulb of a configuration of being shown below on the 
substrate which formed the alumina film on "operation gestalt 4" glass was created, and the stability 
over the external magnetic field of the fixed bed was evaluated. The configuration is (A) substrate / 
Ta5/CoFeX/Ru0.6/CoFe(X-0.5)/Cu2.3/Col.0/NiFe5/Ta3(nm) (B) substrate/ CoFeX/Ru0.6/CoFe(X- 
0.5)/Cu2.3/Col/NiFe5/Ta3 (nm), and changed the thickness of CoFe, . 
[0060] Here, Fe presentation of the CoFe film is Fel4at%, and is Remainder Co. RF magnetron 
sputtering performed creation of a sample. In fixed-bed magnetization and the rectangular direction, the 
field was impressed and this spin bulb fixed-bed stability was investigated. 
[0061] Magnetic-reluctance change of the spin bulb film after field impression is set to drawing 6 , an 
axis of abscissa is set as the impression field Hdc, and it is shown. Magnetic-reluctance change of an 
axis of ordinate is as a result of a minor loop (measurement field 60 Oe). By the spin bulb which has Ta 
substrate, even if it impresses the field of 320 kA/m by X= 3nm, the magnetic reluctance of a spin bulb 
does not change, but if magnetization of 360 kA/m is impressed, resistance change of the magnetic- 
reluctance curve of a spin bulb will decrease to 50%, and the sensor film will receive damage. 
[0062] Reduction of this resistance change is for the fixed bed to change to multi-magnetic-domain 
(multipledomains) structure after strong field impression. The field fi:'om which a sensor receives 
damage decreases with 240 kA/m, 200 kA/m, and 136 kA/m, if X becomes large with 4nm, 5nm, and 
7nm. 
[0063] Although the CoFe thickness dependency of the antiferromagnetism-switched coimection field 
Hex between the ferromagnetic A of the fixed bed and Ferromagnetic B is shown in drawing 7 , in X= 
3nm, it is [ at Hex=336 kA/m and X= 4nm / in Hex=232 kA/m and X= 5nm ] Hex=128 kA/m in 
Hex=160 kA/m and X= 7nm. When this value is almost the same as the field which receives the damage 
on above-mentioned and the external magnetic field exceeding a switched connection field is impressed, 
it tums out that the sensor film receives damage. In order to enlarge the field which receives damage, it 
is desirable to enlarge the switched connection field between Ferromagnetic A and Ferromagnetic B. As 
an approach of enlarging a switched connection field further, there are an approach of optimizing Ru 
thickness (0.4-0.5nm) and the approach of making Ferromagnetics A and B thin. 
[0064] By the spin bulb (B) put on the free layer bottom, the fixed bed without Ta substrate The field 
which receives damage so that drawing 6 may show By X= 4nm, if compared by Hex=280 kA/m and 
X= 5nm at the same thickness as a result in case it is Hex=160 kA/m and there is a Ta substrate by 
Hex=224 kA/m and X= 7nm Compared with the case where Ta substrate has a direction in case there is 
no Ta substrate, the field which receives damage is large. This is because the switched connection field 
Hex is large compared with the case where Ta substrate has a direction in case there is no Ta substrate, 
as drawing 7 shows. 
[0065] The configuration of a desirable sensor is shown in drawing 8 . Although a sensor is formed in 
the space where the sensor film was inserted into two magnetic shielding, drawing 8 has omitted and 
described magnetic shielding. With this operation gestalt, the substrate fihn Ta film 42 is formed on the 
insulator layer 41 formed between magnetic shielding. As this film, two or more sorts of alloy film can 
also be used for others in [ these ] Ti, Hf, Zr, W, V, Nb, Ru, Os, and Ir fihn. Moreover, this fihn is also 
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omissible. If these film is used, there is effectiveness which enlarges induced magnetic anisotropy of 
Ferromagnetics A and B, and a magneto-resistive effect can be enlarged, without spoiling the engine 
performance of the laminating fen y fixed bed. 
[0066] Besides, the thickness [ X / Fe presentation 14at% of] (nm) CoFe film 52 is formed as a 
ferromagnetic A. At flie tirne of formation, an one direction field is carried out in the direction of y 
impression 56, and a magnetic anisotropy is guided to it. The ingredient stated by "operation gestalt 2" - 
"the operation gestalt 3" instead of Co Fe as an ingredient of this film can also be used. Next, the Ru film 
53 below thickness 1 (nm) is formed. 
[0067] Next, the thickness Y [ Fe presentation 10at% of] (nm) CoFe film 54 is formed as a 
ferromagnetic B. Also at this time, an one direction field is made to be the same as that of the time of 
forming 52 in the direction of y impression 57. The ingredient stated by "operation gestalt 2" - "the 
operation gestaU 3" instead of CoFe as an ingredient of this film can also be used. The laminating ferry 
fixed bed 50 consists of a ferromagnetic A52, Ru film 53, and a ferromagnetic B54. 
[0068] Next, the Cu film 43 of 2,0-3.5nni of thickness is formed. Au and Ag can also be used instead of 
Cu as an ingredient of this film. 
[0069] Next, the Co fihn 44 of 2.0nm or less of thickness is formed. CoFe and the CoFeNi alloy fihn 
can also be used instead of Co as an ingredient of this film. Next, the permalloy (Fe presentation 10 - 
30at% NiFe alloy) film 45 of lOruii or less of thickness is formed. Next, the cap layer 46 which consists 
of Ta of 5nm or less of thickness is formed. 
[0070] As a cap layer 46, ingredients other than Ta, for example, Ru, Pd, Pt, Au, Ag, Cu, Ir, and Rh, and 
two or more sorts of alloys of these can also be used. These film is created for example, by the RF 
magnetron sputtering method in the same vacuum. The substrate film 60 and 61 which becomes both the 
sides of the spin bulb film which consists of these [ 42, 52, 53, 54, 43, 44, 45, and 46 ] fi'om Cr is 
formed, and the permanent magnet film 62 and 63 of Co radical is created on it. 
[0071] Furthermore, the electrode layers 64 and 65 for leading a current to the spin bulb film are formed 
on it. Here, CoCrPt, CoPt, or CoCrTa is used as permanent magnet film. Moreover, even if there is no 
substrate film, when giving sufficient coercive force like Co-Zr02, Cr substrate film can also be 
omitted. The permanent magnet film needs to impress and magnetize a field in the direction of an arrow 
head of 45 after completion of a sensor. 
[0072] Here, if the antiferromagnetism-joint field of the laminating ferry fixed bed 50 is set to Hex, 
coercive force of the permanent magnet film is set to He and the impression field of the net which joins 
a component in the case of magnetization is set to H, a net impression field needs to satisfy the 
following relation. 
[0073] 
Hc<H<Hex.... (5) 
Therefore, it is necessary to design Hex sufficiently greatly compared with the coercive force of a 
permanent magnet. Usually, since 80 kA/m - 160 kA/m is used as coercive force of the permanent 
magnet film, as Hex, 200 or more kA/m is needed. In order to satisfy this, when using the spin bulb fihn 
which has Ta substrate for the thickness X of Ferromagnetic A in 5.5nm or less when using the spin 
bulb sensor film without Ta substrate, it is necessary to set thickness X of Ferromagnetic A to 4.5nm or 
less. 
[0074] moreover, when using the same ingredient.as Ferromagnetic A and Ferromagnetic B, thickness Y 
of Ferromagnetic B is made thinner than the thickness X of Ferromagnetic A with a thickness difference 
Inm or less — it is desirable. This is to rotate that the field energy of magnetization of Ferromagnetic B 
should be stabiUzed at the telophase of membrane formation of Ferromagnetic B, and for fixed-bed 
magnetization to separate fi-om the direction of desired, when the ferromagnetic B becomes thick fi-om 
Ferromagnetic A. 
[0075] The configuration of another sensor is shown in "operation gestalt 5" drawing 9 . Although a 
sensor is formed in the space where the sensoi film was inserted into two magnetic shielding, this Fig. 
has omitted and described magnetic shielding. With this operation gestalt, the substrate fihn Ta film 72 
is formed on the alumina film 71 formed between magnetic shielding. As this film, two or more sorts of 
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alloy film can also be used for others in [ these ] Ti, Hf, Zr, W, V, Nb, Ru, Os, and Ir film. Besides, the 
permalloy (Fe presentation 10 - 30at% NiFe alloy) film 75 of lOnm or less of thickness is formed. 
[0076] Next, the Co film 74 of 2nni or less of thickness is formed. CoFe and the CoFeNi alloy fihn can 
also be used instead of Co as an ingredient of this film. Next, the Cu film 73 of 2.0-3.5nm of thickness is 
formed. Au and Ag can also be used instead of Cu as an ingredient of this film. Next, the thickness [ X / 
Fe presentation 14at% of] (nm) CoFe film 82 is formed as a ferromagnetic A. At the time of formation, 
an one direction field is impressed in the direction of y, and a magnetic anisotropy is guided. The 
ingredient stated with "the operation gestalt 2" and the "operation gestalt 3" instead of CoFe as an 
ingredient of this film can also be used, 
[0077] Next, the Ru film 83 below thiclaiess 1 (nm) is formed. Next, the thickness Y [ Fe presentation 
14at% of] (nm) CoFe film 84 is fonned. An one direction field is impressed in the direction of y like the 
time of forming 82 also at this time. The ingredient stated with "the operation gestalt 2" and the 
"operation gestalt 3" instead of CoFe as an ingredient of this film can also be used. Next, the cap layer 
76 which consists of Ta of 5nm or less of thickness is formed. As a cap layer, ingredients other than Ta, 
for example, Ru, Pd, Ft, Au, Ag, Cu, Ir, and Rh, and two or more sorts of alloys of these can also be 
used. 
[0078] These film is created for example, by the RF magnetron sputtering method in the same vacuum. 
The substrate film 90 and 91 which becomes both the sides of the spin bulb film which consists of these 
[ 72, 82, 83, 84, 73, 74, 75, and 76 ] from Cr is formed, and the permanent magnet film 92 and 93 of Co 
radical is created on it. 
[0079] Furthermore, the electrode layers 94 and 95 for leading a current to the spin bulb film are formed 
on it. Here, CoCrPt, CoPt, CoCrTa, etc. are used as permanent magnet film. Moreover, even if there is 
no substrate film, when giving sufficient coercive force like Co-Zr02, Cr substrate film can also be 
omitted. Moreover, it is necessary to make the switched connection field Hex larger than the coercive 
force of the permanent magnet film like the operation gestalt 4. moreover, also in this operation gestalt, 
like the operation gestalt 4, when using the same ingredient as Ferromagnetic A and Ferromagnetic B, 
thickness Y of Ferromagnetic B is made thinner than the thickness X of the ferromagnetic A which 
forms membranes previously with a thickness difference Inm or less — it is desirable. 
[0080] As mentioned above, although various operation gestalten were explained about this invention, 
when this is adjusted, what does so the following configurations, an operation, or a fimction is contained 
as an operation gestah of this invention. 
[0081] It is desirable to set fixed-bed magnetization as a medium confi-ontation side perpendicular with a 
spin bulb sensor or a head. Therefore, at the time of membrane formation, field impression is carried out 
and the easy axis of a ferromagnetic is set as a medium confrontation side perpendicular direction. 
Magnitude of an anisotropy constant Ku is can ied out to more than 2x103 (J/m3). And the saturation 
magnetostriction constant of a ferromagnetic is just carried out. Moreover, the magnetic pole produced 
in a fixed-bed side is made small by making the crystal magnetic anisotropy of a ferromagnetic small. 
[0082] In order to make a crystal magnetic anisotropy small, to control the anisotropy constant by 
induced magnetic anisotropy more than 2x 103 (J/m3) and to just carry out a saturation magnetostriction 
constant, a ferromagnetic is used as the alloy film containing Co, and the presentation is considered as 
the presentation with which are satisfied of a degree type. That is, if the following presentation is 
adopted as a configuration, the above-mentioned function will be satisfied. 
[0083] ColOO-Y-ZFeYNiZ (at%) 
An easy axis is set as a medium confrontation side perpendicular direction by impressing the field at the 
time of membrane formation of Y>=5Z<=20 Y+Z<=70 and the spin bulb film in the direction of 10 (it 
being perpendicularly to a medium opposed face). Two to 4 times of the anisotropy field of a simple 
substance ferromagnetic, i.e., 2 Ku/Ms, are suitable for the magnitude of a field. Here, Ms is the 
saturation magnetization of a ferromagnetic. Moreover, the film which forms membranes at the point of 
two ferromagnetics is made to some extent thicker than the thickness of the film which forms 
membranes later. 
[0084] Further the output of a sensor as an approach of increasing Moreover, the inside of two 
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ferromagnetics of the laminating fen*y Fixed bed, The ingredient of the ferromagnetic of the one distant 
from a free layer at least to the above-mentioned CoNiFe alloy presentation Let a kind of Nb, Zr, Ti, Hf, 
Ta, W, Mo, V, Cr, AlPt, and Pd, Ir, RJi, Ru, A u(s), Ag or Cu(s), or the element of the class beyond it be 
the ferromagnetic ingredient added and obtained. 
[0085] It is using the ferromagnetic which adds a kind of aluminum oxide, a zirconic acid ghost, a 
tantalic acid ghost, a titanic-acid ghost, hafnium oxide, a niobic acid ghost, a chromic-acid ghost, a 
tungstic-acid ghost, molybdenum oxide, and the banazin san ghosts, or the oxide of the class beyond it 
to the above-mentioned CoNiFe alloy presentation, and is obtained as an option which increases a 
sensor output ftirther. Addition of these oxides can enlarge specific resistance up to two (microomegam) 
extent by addition of an about [ 10mol% ], and can perform improvement in an output of a sensor. 
[0086] Moreover, after removing a field if the ferromagnetic of the laminating ferry fixed bed carries out 
magnetic saturation in case the field for magnetizing the permanent magnet film is added, when 
preparing the permanent magnet film whicli gives vertical bias to both the sides of the spin bulb film, in 
order that a free layer may carry out magnetic-domain control, in order for the fixed bed to form many 
magnetic domains, the problem that the sensibiHty of a sensor falls is. 
[0087] In order to avoid many magnetic-domains-ization of such the fixed bed, it is desirable to make 
sufficiently larger than the coercive force He of the permanent magnet fihn the switched cormection 
field Hex of two ferromagnetics of the laminating ferry fixed bed which carry out antiferromagnetism 
association mutually, and to make the field H of the net except the anti-field in the case of magnetization 
of a permanent magnet into Hc<H<Hex. For that purpose, in order to enlarge Hex as much as possible, it 
is desirable to make thickness of Ferromagnetics A and B thin. In the configuration of this invention, it 
is desirable to make it 5.5nm or less. 
[0088] It is the ingredient presentation of a ferromagnetic ColOO-Y-ZFeYNiZ (at%) 
It is referred to as Y>=5Z<=20 Y+Z<=70 for making the crystal structure into **** or body-centered 
cubic structure, making it an anisotropy constant, giving the induced magnetic anisotropy more than 
2x103 (J/m3) to the seiise of the field at the time of membrane formation, and just making a satiu-ation 
magnetostriction constant it. The magnitude of this anisotropy constant is magnitude which becomes 
very stable [ the fixed bed ] from a record medium at the field which joins a sensor. 
[0089] The ingredient of the ferromagnetic of the one distant from a free layer at least among two 
ferromagnetics of the laminating ferry fixed bed Considering as the ferromagnetic ingredient which adds 
a kind of Nb, Zr, Ti, Hf, Ta, W, Mo, V, Cr, aluminum, Pt, Pd, Ir, Rh, Ru, Au, Ag, or the Cu(s) or the 
element of the class beyond it at the above-mentioned CoNiFe alloy presentation, and is obtained It is 
for making small the ratio to the current of the whole shunt current which does not contribute to 
magnetic-reluctance change. 
[0090] It is for using the ferromagnetic which adds a kind of aluminum oxide, a zirconic acid ghost, a 
tantalic acid ghost, a titanic-acid ghost, hafnium oxide, a niobic acid ghost, a chromic-acid ghost, a 
tungstic-acid ghost, molybdenum oxide, and the banazin san ghosts or the oxide of the class beyond it to 
the above-mentioned CoNiFe alloy presentation, and is obtained also making small the ratio to the 
current of the whole shunt cuirent which does not contribute to magnetic-reluctance change. 
[0091] The switched connection field Hex of two ferromagnetics of the laminating ferry fixed bed which 
carry out antiferromagnetism association mutually is made sufficiently larger than the coercive force He 
of the permanent magnet film, and the field H in the case of magnetization of a permanent magnet is 
made into Hc<H<Hex for a magnetization community being too large and not giving multi-magnetic- 
domain structure to the laminating ferry fixed bed, 
[0092] Moreover, thickness of the ferromagnetic created previously is thickened below with the 
thickness difference 1 (nm) from the feiTomagnetic created behind. Thereby, even if magnetization of 
the laminating ferry fixed bed becomes stable in the direction of the impression field at the time of 
membrane formation and does not have antiferromagnetism switched connection layers, such as FeMn . 
and NiO, it is stable also to the external magnetic field of 40 or more kA/m. 
[0093] 
[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, the induced-magnetic-anisotropy constant of the 
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sensor film is also controlled by impressing the field of suitable magnitude in the desirable direction, in 
case the presentation of thie ferromagnetic which constitutes the fixed bed of the spin bulb sensor film 
which has the laminating ferry mold fixed bed is chosen appropriately and the sensor film is formed 
beyond a fixed value, and a saturation magnetostriction constant also controls it by it to a desirable 
forward value. 
[0094] This realizes the easy shaft orientations and the magnitude of a constant of the magnetic 
anisotropy with which induced magnetic anisotropy and the magnetic anisotropy by the magnetoelastic 
effect were united in the condition desirable as the laminating ferry fixed bed of a spin bulb sensor. 
[0095] By this, the spin bulb sensor of the mold which does not have the switched connection layer of 
antiferromagnetism, such as FeMn and NiO, in the fixed bed can be created with a sufficient 
controllability. 
[0096] Moreover, a sensor property is improved by using various ******** ingredients for the 
ferromagnetic of the laminating ferry fixed bed for an alloying element. 

[Translation done.] 
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[0 0 5 81 *fc. mmy:^vmmm<D^^i^m<D)t^ 
^^w.\^m±ir:bifmtLx\t. 3^ (3) - (6) -c^ 

^'^^i^mm. ^^^ymtm. y^y=^^j>^mt 

i^fM^M^±.(omm(Dmtm^m.mLx'i%hix^^^ 

[005 9]  mmmm4j :^y:^±\zr;\-^i'm^f$. 

i±^:wm\.rc. 't<ommt. (A) mm/ra s/co 
FeX/RuO.  6/CoFe (X-0. 5)/Cu 
2.  3/Col.  0/NiFe5/Ta3 (nm) , 
(B) mWiyCoF eX/RuO. 6/CoFe (X- 

0. 5)/Cu2.  3/C o 1/N i F e S/T a 3 
(nm) TfcO. Co F etDmJ^^mit^-^tc^ 
[006 0] r;i-e. CoPei^c^Feia^JiFe l 4 

a t%X. B^CoXh^o P^^(Di^fi^nRF-^i^^h 

m^i^^^m^mmi\:tmis^:^{^\cm9i-^mi\Lxm 

[0 0 6 1] m6\Z, m^WM'4k(07s}:^yy</U-:^m<Dm 
n.^mmit^mmn-H^^^mmcy^xm-r, m^<om 
fci,^^mm^^i^-/^--f m\mm^6o oe) o 
f^^Xh^. TaT36«r^t'5;^t-WVU>^-Cli. X = 
3nm-C3 2 0 k A/m<^BI|^iS:R]^D LT "b:^ t'i^/VU 
ycoa^S^lt^{bt/<^V^;5^  3 6 O k A/m(Dmt^ 
Ri;[jD-r-51 >^ f ://NVu:/(7)^^lgSi*Jll<^fe^^ ^btt 5 

[0 0 6 2] ^O^^n^ikcoigc^l^Ji. 3^a#PnM(-@ 
(multipledomains) If it 

X*Mnm. 5nm. 7 n m <t <<h 2 4 0 k A 
/m.  2 00 kA/m,   1 3 6 k A/m ti*:!^ LT^^ 

[0 0 6 3] (2l7(C{l(l^^(^§im^4J^A<t5^^tti^B 
(^r^0^^mt4&tj35fMJ^'a'<K^Hex<^C o F e ^JPftfe# 
^4$:^-^^^ X = 3 nm-CJlH„=3 3 6 k A/m. X 

= 4 nm-CI^H^^=2 3 2 k A/m. X=5nm-CliH 
^^=160kA/m, X=7 nm'CttH^^= 1 2 8 k A 

^^h\ciz^<i-^:^mt{.xn^ Ruim^mmit 
(0.  4-0.  5nm) 'r^:^mt. 5S^i41^A, 

[0 0 64] T a T«fe(D/j:i>@3t^Sr S *^<DT«!l{C|l 
v^/c;^t•^//</^>^ (B) r*(i. 

^ ^^n\t. X = 4 nm-CJiH3^= 2 8 0 k A 
/m. X=5 nmT»iH3^=2 2 4 k A/m, X=7n 
mTMiH^^=l 6 0 k A/m-rfe'9. T a T^;55$>^^ 
'^(7?^^:^t(^i:]^Jll^±-Cit-^6i:. TaT«5/^l^^i 
^(D^;55TaTii&;5S*,S^^lcit-<r. tl««rStt-5iK 
#;d5;^:^</^orv^^, rixJi. ID 7 J: 3 
{C, T a T«^>'J:V^^^C0:^;i5T a T^fe^^^^^-g^lCit 

[0 0 6 5] mSlilliS^ LV>-t>f-<;?^^^^i-<, -ir 

tLXi^tmz.. T i , H f , Z r , W, V, Nb. R 
u, os, I rm^fzn^tih(D[H2mi^^±<o^^m^ 
m\^^^^thx^i>..^rc. ^(Dmr^mi-^zthx 

<i'^^Mt^h^. mmy=r:vm^m(D 

[0 0 6 6] :i(D±\z^ ^m\mAtLxmj^x u 
m) (^Fej^fi^l 4 a t%OCoFe^5 2 $r?^fifei" 
5o Ji^figB^tcjj:, y;^fpj{c, -:^ip]<K»Sr^AD5 6 
^M:^tt^R^'t-S. Z(Om<on^t LTC o F e (75ft 
i^i^t;: riiifefl^^2j ~ ^mmmmsi xj^^±^n^ 
m^^^ZthX^^, l^\Cimi  (nm) &.T<ORum 
5 3 ^mj^i-^o 
[0 0 6 7] St^te^B^UT. ^J?Y (nm) 

OFei^fifelOa t%OCoFel^5 4«r?i^^i"«>o ^ 

^#^M5 7-rSo Z(Dm<Dmty.XCoF e(Dit 
t>^{c ^^mmm2} ~ r^ifejF^^3j xm^tc^$^^ 
fflV^5r^'b"C#5o 5i<»fil^A5 2^Rul^5 3^5fi 
^^ifliB 5 4 <b"CII^:7ni y @^^5 0 ^^^^r^o 
[0 0 6 8] »;tC. J^jf:2, O'-'S. 5nm<^Cul^4 

S^Mf^-r^o Z<Om(DUntVXCu<r>Rt>^\CAu 
"^A g^^\f'^^:LthX^ 6o 
[0 0 6 9] »:tC, mi^2. 0 nmi|^TOCoi^4 4^r 

^fSL-Ti), z.<Dm<r>umtLXCo<oi^t>*)\::CoF e 

Mmmismimmi .i %\ 



-«?'CoFeN i^^m^m\^^^^ti,v^6. ifkiz. m 
J!^l 0 nm^KT(Dy<~"ru4 (F e M/^ic 1 0 ~ 3 0 a t 
%<DN i Fe^^) 8^4 S^mf^-r^o S^i? 5 n 

[0 0 7 0] ^^y-fmA^ty.Xk'tT ^)^^i^(Di^Pt. 
0i|xl^Ru,  Pd,  Pt, Au, Ag,  Cu,   Ir, R 

2,   5 2.  5 3,  5 4,  4 3,  4 4,  A b^XjA^t^h 

0, 6 1 ^fl^/$t. ^:(0±icCoSO*^^;&^6 2, 
6 3i^fN;^Jc-r^c 

Hc<H<H,. 

OkA/m-l 6 0kA/m;iSffll^6iX^<Or\ H^,,fc 
tTfi2 00 kA/mJ^±7!)5i^^>^i:/^6o Z^X^m^^T 

TaTi^jJ^LO^^fv/VvcZ-ferxiM^^^VN^ 
ii^Ji. 3*fili4I^A(^j^;fX^5. 5nm|^JlT(C, Ta 

[0 0 7 41 ^fc. ^^K14I^At5*^i4liB»c:l^i:itJ|Sf 

li^<K1±flgAj:»9^aH41KB<D;^*W</j^6i. 5*mt4 

I 0 0 7 5 1   rilj^Jl^^ 5 J m 9 ICliSlJ(D-fe >'f-Ofii|^ 

uTie^Euri^^o ^%mrMx\t. m^'y-jvYm\z 
^^^MzT^V^i-mi l±lcT«fel^Ta]^7 2^il^fife 

rol^<t LTJtfdKC, Ti, Hf, Zr, W, 
V, Nb,  Ru. Os,   \ xmiifc\^Zi^h(D^2m^^ 
h(o^^m:^m^^^^:Lth'Ot^o recite. Hi? 10 
nmieJlTO^<—(F eia^l 0-^3 0 a t %ON 
i Fe-^^) !I7 5^J^^i-6o 
[0 0 7 61 J^t-. ]!i@2 nmJmTOCo]^7 4^?i^fife 

2. 0--3. 5 nm(0CuM7 3^?|^^-f-5o :i(0^(D 
¥snt LTC u (D{-t:b 19 (CA u^A g ^ ^ 'bT 
#60 ^fi£14MA<b Lr]^J¥X (nm) (7:)Fem 
^1 4 a t%OCoFelIS[8 2^?^^1-5o ?I0J«0#{C 

60 ^co^o#3|£f<bLrcoFeoft*p'9ic ^mmm 

5o 

-[0 0 7 1 1 ^ bic. ^<7)±{c;^ f:/>'<>'v><fi^{cmi5it^ 
iii:^)yhi^co^fiiJK6 4, 6 5«r?^^1-^o Cw-C. 7k 
^Km^mtLXit. CoCrPt. CoPt*/J:(^Co 
C r T afit't>m\^^htl^o ^ti. Co-ZrOaCOJ: 

[0 0 7 21 ^rT\ m^y:^v^mm5 0(o^^m\^ 

(0 0 7 31 
  (5) 

[0 0 7 71 J^(Clii?l (nm) ^y.T(DRumS3^m 
f^i-^o MHY (nm) OF eMi^c 1 4 a t %0 
Co Fel^8 4SrJ^j*-r6o 8 2 

<^#)lsf^L-CCoFe<;Dfti:)f9lC immmU2} t rH 

flI/?5 nm:WTOTa;6^f>/^6^-y:y7'^7 6 ^J^^i^ 
^« ^-V'5/:7'Jii: LTfiTaJ^^coWx 0iJ;tfiRu. 
Pd. Pt. Au. Ag. Cu.   I r. Rh^'fctt, r 

(0 0 7 81 ztib<om\tm-M^^x. m^itRF-^ 

2, 8 2, 8 3, 8 4, 7 3, 7 4, 7 5RXf7 6i!)^b 

9 3^f^^i-6o 
[0 0 7 91 ^ P>(-. t(0±.\C?. t'>y</uymcmm^ 

UTIl. CoCrPt^CoPt-^CoCr 

(c, Tmmii^^J:<Xt'\-^fmm:ht:^^^m^. Cr 

mm41mm. ^m^mAt^m\±^B\zmcum^m 

(0 0 8 01 i^±. ^^C^^^COl^T. a>8r<0^|fe?^ffi^ 

(0 0 8 11 >^trw</vy-fe>f-X*±^2/ K-ett. 

tiibi:!. ^ji^mcmwM^mmm.:^\^\cm^wm\^Xs 
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[00 8 2] J^^B®[mm:^i4^/J>$ < L. ^^^^m:^r 

[0 0 8 3] Co loo-Y-zP e yN i 2 (a t %) 
5 
2 0 

Y+Z^7 0 

^xhi>, zzx\ Msa^mi^mpmimitxh^, 

C o N i F e -a-^a^tC, Nb, Zr, Ti, Hf, T 
a,W, Mo, V, Cr, AlPt.  Pd,   Ir, R 
h,  Ru, Au, Agt.fz\'XC\i<D0'h<D—miifz\'X^ 

(0 0 8 5] ±'^'^mti^^\cm±^^^^i<o:^mt LT 

\.x'i^hix^mi\m^m^^^^:Ltxh^o zfih(Dm. 
\tm(omiSi\t 10 m o I %afico^D-eite«:^ 2 (M 

Qm) 3ga^-C:^t< 1-5^^:^57?^. •feVf-<0tfi;^f6] 

[0 0 8 61 *^c. iS^(^)iKE$iWr'5yc*^)(c;^f> 

[00 8 7] z(Dwmmm<D^mmt^m\^^fz}b\z. 
f±> ^®7 3iy@^^cr)2oOSl/>tcS5^^j41^'^f ^) 

H,<H<H,, 

:^^m<Dm^{^i6l^X\t. 5. SnmJ^T 

[0 0 8 8] m^\^m(Dunmf^^. . 
C o ioo-Y-2F e YN i z (a t %) 

2 0 
Y+Z^ 7 0 

f^m^(Dm^<D\^^\z^:fj^^m:iLx2 X i OMJ 

[0 0 8 9] mmy:^vmm^(Dz:r>(o^m^mo^. 

CoN i F e^^feJ^^tC, Nb, Zr, Ti. Hf, T 
a, W, Mo. V, Cr, Al, Pt, Pd,  Ir, R 
h,  Ru,  Au, Agt^fznCu(D^h<D—M^tz\^^ 

[0 0 901 ±t^(DC o N i F e ^^i^fifetC, TyW ^ 

mem. ^^•y^fT.T'vmcm. ^evz^r-^mim. y<i- 

m^m-m\^x%hfi^mii'^m^m\^^<nh. mwm. 

[0 0 9 1 ] mMy:^')m'^m(D20(D-K^^\ZK^^\SL 

H^<H<H„ 

[0 0 9 2] mci^f&i-^^m\±m(Dm^^. ^ 
\zi^^'t^^^\^mx^. mmmi (nm) uTxm< 

mm^<0:^\^\Z^mt^/^^ . F eMn^N i 0/^^<D 
^mm^^^t^^m:^^^J:<Xh. 4 O k A/mi^±(^^ 

[0 0 9 3] 
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[0 0 9 4] zf\.\cxy)^ mmm.%^:^^tm^^\±s^ 

(0 0 9 51 :1MCX^X. S^^IC, FeMn-^Ni 

10 0 9 6] ^tz. mmy:r.vmmi^<D^m{±m\mm 

llgl®co«5^/«^|J&P^] 

m4] mmy=^vmmm(o^m{^m\ci 4 a t%Fe 

TaTrnm^^L. coFe^^m^m^z.m^^^tzm'B^co 
mfmtji^mmx^^. (B) «TaTJ&j^?:ft-c. c 

IP.   (C) fiTaTOH^^U-C. Co^5^a^±]^{C^V^ 
ys:^oa^sgt*«8iiiT-fc9. (D) nr&rmmt: 

[13 5] ComRX/l 4 a t %F e 35^e>J^ir'5C o F e 1^ 

[1216] mmy:^vm^m(r>^m^\^m\ci A a t%Fe 
m.^<r>Q o F e ^^/VUT'o^iHsa^tc^-r 

^PLfc^^co^^>Sr^i^L. C o F e 3^®[<4l®[<OlS[IPSr^ 

mi\ mW-y^ (nm) (DCoF ^^Wm^trnW (X 
-0.  5)   (nm) OCo Fe?^atel^$:^J?0. 6 
(nm) C0Ruie-Ci3feA/fi«^oa[®7x!;@3£^(7)55 

l^^^oiftp^] 
1 6 SI 17,21 i3^^ 

1 8 1 9, 
2 2 2 3 

2 4 3 1, 

4 1 
1 

4 2 
4 3 4 4 
4 5 4 6 
5 0 5 2 
5 3 5 4 
5 6, 5 7 mt-)5\^ 6 0, 

6 2, 6 3 i^fKm^m. 6 4, 
7 1 7 2 
7 3 7 4 
7 5 7 6 
8 0 8 2 
8 3 8 4 
8 6. 8 7 ^K{k:^fpj 9 0, 

9 2, 9 3 f^fKm^m 94, 

2 0 

3 2 

Com 

6 1 

Com 

9 1 T«fe 
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[1^4] [117] 

CIS! 7 3 
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:=4n m 
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^^f^KJKiS (am) 
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ms] 

[119] 

02)^)\\ 
#^jiim/hfflji:miiH^^288o#«fe 

F^—5D034 BA03 BA05 BA15 BBOl CA04 


